Universal application - for reliable fixation

SeraPRO® arSD-ney

instruments

Safe applications
with a single
incision

Precision that sets new standards

SeraPRO® arSD-ney

ground-breaking
Top-quality finish
a refined instrument for
diverse applications
Simplified handling – its
use has been made considerably easier
re-usable
integrated safety

SeraPRO® arSD-ney is an innovative
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Simple. Better
SeraPRO® arSD-ney is fundamentally
different from current fixation instru-

minimally invasive procedures – single incision

ments. The implant tunnel is dissected
with the aid of a trocar, which is then
retracted, leaving behind a suture loop

optimal use in combination with our implants and
application sutures

in the tissue. This loop enables the retraction of sutures, tapes or mesh implant arms, allowing adjustable fixation
without having to use further foreign
material. There is no longer any need
for the previously used conventional,
but time-consuming fixation and adjustment of implant tension with sliding
knots. Thus, the instrument allows a
smooth operating procedure.

Precision down to the last
detail

Applications

SeraPRO® arSD-ney is made from high-

ring the design of SeraPRO® arSD-ney.
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Experience the precision
The SeraPRO® arSD-ney is an innovative
surgical instrument that opens up new
ways of surgical treatment for physicians. but even though its application has
been improved and simplified, the use a
new technique still needs to be learnt.
We therefore offer hands-on training
through anatomy courses and workshops.
Furtherdetails are available on our homepage.
www-serag-wiessner.de.

ring the learning phase.

Relevant ligamentous structures of the female
pelvic floor.

Muscles overlying the ligaments.

The urogenital diaphragm demonstratin
position of the organ orifices
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1 The suture material is threaded through
the two eyes of the instrument.

The suture, under only mild tension, is

2 passed from below into the fixation element where it is secured.

Slide the trocar forwards as far as the

3 stop. This places the suture under ten-

sion, which is then seized by the grasping
hook to form the retention loop as the
hook is retracted.

4 The instrument is removed and the
suture-retention loop is then detached
at the incision site and secured.

3

g the

Section of the female pelvic floor, including the
organs.

4

Correct undermining of the support structures using the
SERAPRO® ARSD-Ney (Level 2 fixation)

Best results

Perfect match
Further information
about our implants
can be found at
www.serag-wiessner.de

The synergy between SeraPRO® arSD-

You will find the correct im-

ney, the textile implants and our own

plant for your application

specifically designed application sutures

in the indication synopsis

is perfectly matched.

at www.serag-wiessner.de

application sutures for the SeraPRO® arSD-ney suture instrument:
material

Learning curve

SeraPRO® rSD-ney
SeraPRO® arSD-ney

Strength USP Strength eP Suture length/meter Product number

SeraLene blue

0

3.5

2 x 90 cm

Ln354300

SeraLene blue

2/0

3

2 x 90 cm

Ln304300

SULene green

0

3.5

2 x 90 cm

Qn354300

SeraFiT violet

0

3.5

2 x 90 cm

6n354300

The difference
The handling of the SeraPRO® arSD-ney

Further advantages include:

can be learned considerably more quick-

- less tissue trauma

ly than with the SeraPRO rSD-ney in-

- easy passage through the tissue

®

strument, which is also suitable for these
applications.

provides greater safety
- optimal handling – the suture is
securely grasped
- precise and safe guidance of the
suture grasper

in cooperation with:
Dr Jörg neymeyer
Consultant Urologist,
Consultant obstetrician and gynaecologist
Head of the Division of Urogynaecology,
Department of Urology, Charité University
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